
ANSTO - Australian Nuclear Science Technology Organisation 
 

On Friday 23rd April 26 members toured the above facility at Lucas Heights.  We were the first group to 
tour the facility since COVID caused the tours to cease last year.  It was an interesting tour filled with a   
wealth of information.  We arrived at the Discovery Centre for a short overview of the tour and briefing on 
security & safety measures. 
  

 We were split up into 2 groups to commence the tour. The facilities we visited were: 
 
Australian Centre for Neutron Scattering- Neutron scattering is a technique used to find answers to 
fundamental questions about the structure and composition of materials used in medicine, mining, 
transportation, building, engineering, food processing and scientific research. Neutrons created by fission 
from two sources in the OPAL multipurpose reactor are directed into beams that feed a suite of 15 st-of - 
the-art neutron instruments. Beams of neutrons are used to probe small samples. There are 15 neutron 
beam instruments each one named after an Australian animal. 
 

 
 

The Discovery Centre onsite at ANSTO 
 
Nuclear Medicine Manufacturing Facility - This facility is amazing. One in two Australians are likely to 
need nuclear medicine at some point in their life. Using ANSTO’s nuclear reactor -OPAL we were shown 
how it makes its way to medical facilities around Australia. The most widely used is TC-99m. It is used by 
PET & SPECT gamma cameras.  The images are extremely useful to help diagnose disease. ANSTO 
supplies 85% of Australia’s nuclear medicine which is distributed each to around 250 hospitals and health 
practices right across Australia. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
The Gentech Generatior delivers the TC-99m in shielded containers to practitioners. 

 
 

Open Pool Australian Light-water (OPAL) multi-purpose reactor - whilst we were there the reactor was 
closed down for routine maintenance, which happens in 30–35-day cycles.  Whilst we could not go into the 
reactor itself, we were able to watch on close circuit TV. The reactor was opened in 2007and is one of a 
small number or reactors with capacity to produce commercial quantities of radioisotopes. OPAL is 
amongst the best research reactors in the world.  In a year thousands of scientists benefit from gaining 
access to ANSTO’s facilities. 
 
Once the tour had concluded the group had lunch at the Café on site.  I received positive feedback on how 
interesting and educational the tour was.  It gave us all great insight into the world of nuclear science. 
 
Sue Colubriale Convener 
        The OPAL reactor is encased in a cement cage for safety & security.                          Looking down inside the reactor. 

 
 

 
 

One of our groups having their photo taken in front of a wall poster of the Opal reactor. 
Sue Colubriale 
Convener 
 


